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Dear Seccretary Izzo:
New
N Jersey American
A
Water
W
Company (“NJAW
WC” or the “C
Company”) thanks the B
Board
for consiidering modiification to the
t consolidated tax adjuustment metthodology, aas we believe this
is an imp
portant policcy issue that significantly
y impacts innfrastructuree investment the state off New
Jersey. As
A such, the Company
y respectfully submits tthis letter inn response to the propposed
modificaations to the consolidated tax adjustment (“CTA
A”) methodoology presennted to the B
Board
of Publicc Utilities (““Board” or “BPU”) by Board Staff
ff (“Staff”) aat the June 18, 2014 aggenda
meeting. An additio
onal ten copiies of this lettter are encloosed.
On
O June 18th
h, the Board requested written
w
comm
ments on Stafff’s proposedd modificatiion of
the Board
d’s CTA pollicy. Staff has
h proposed
d that the Boaard continuee applicationn of the CTA
A with
the follow
wing modifications: Sttaff proposess that the currrent CTA ppolicy remainn in effect exxcept
as amend
ded by the fo
ollowing: 1) The revised
d time periodd for the calcculation of thhe savings w
would
look back
k 5 years from the begiinning of thee test year; 22) The savinngs allocatioon method w
would
allow 75% of the caalculated sav
vings to be retained
r
by the companny and 25% of the calcuulated
savings to
t be allocaated to the ratepayers; and 3) Traansmission aassets of thee EDCs (eleectric
distributiion companies) would no
ot be includeed in the calcculation of tthe CTA.
NJAWC
N
sinccerely apprecciates the Bo
oard’s willinngness to connsider substaantive changges to
the existing methodo
ology as weell as Staff’ss proposal, w
which offerss a more eqquitable apprroach
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across utility companies operating in the state and better maintains core cost of service
ratemaking principles. Although NJAWC continues to recommend elimination of the CTA in
order to bring New Jersey’s regulatory policy on this issue in line with the vast majority of other
jurisdictions in the United States,. NJAWC endorses the comments of the New Jersey Utilities
Association (“NJUA”) made in this proceeding, including the comments being filed concurrently
with this letter, and agrees that Staff’s proposal is a step in the right direction. NJAWC provides
the following additional comments for the Board’s consideration.
NJAWC notes that it provided comprehensive comments to the Board on May 3, 2013,
September 4, 2013 and November 15, 2013, proposing the Board discontinue applying a CTA. In
those comments, NJAWC explained in detail how the CTA violates fundamental ratemaking
principles. NJAWC reiterates that the Board should not use a CTA in the rate setting process.
The CTA is a disincentive for American Water to invest discretionary capital in New Jersey driving utility discretionary capital away from the State of New Jersey at a time when the state is
actively seeking to increase investment in critical infrastructure. The CTA harms New Jersey’s
reputation of treating businesses fairly, promoting investment, and supporting reliable utility
systems at a time when New Jersey utilities are trying to compete for and attract capital for
critical infrastructure improvements. Removing this disincentive for investors in affected utilities
will make New Jersey a better place to invest in utility infrastructure. It would provide clarity
and greater assurance to investors that utility rates are set based on the cost of utility service –
not the structure of the corporate parent, or whether it operates in multiple state jurisdictions.
Fifty regulatory jurisdictions (including the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), the District of Columbia, and the New Orleans City Council) do not impose a CTA.
Texas enacted legislation last summer eliminating the CTA; the utility commissions in
Maryland, D.C., Nebraska, Kentucky, Washington and Oregon have all rejected imposing a CTA
in the last five years. NJAWC believes that the Board has ample justification, as well as the
discretion, to join the vast majority of jurisdictions in the United States and eliminate the CTA
immediately. We believe to do otherwise would leave New Jersey as a clear outlier in imposing
a CTA.
Staff’s proposed changes, outlined above, provide substantial CTA mitigation to those
electric utilities which have substantial “transmission” operations subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) by excluding the financial results of the
transmission operations from the electric utilities’ CTA calculations. That particular adjustment
to the Board’s current methodology provides no mitigation to other utilities. The Company
accepts Staff’s proposal to limit the CTA calculation to the previous 5 years, but notes that while
this change does help mitigate some of the more onerous impacts of the current adjustment, this
time period is no less arbitrary than that used by the current methodology, and could have
unintended consequences on utilities due to factors not currently anticipated by Board Staff. On
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balance, however, NJAWC supports this shorter time period in preference to any longer time
period. The Company supports the final change proposed, to apportion the impact of the CTA at
a ratio of 75/25 between shareholders and ratepayers, as this proposed change provides
substantive mitigation to the non-electric companies. If the proposed ratio is not adopted by the
Board, the substantive mitigation contemplated by Staff in making this proposal would be largely
lost, providing little to no relief for the non-electrics.
We again respectfully request the Board consider eliminating the CTA entirely. In the
alternative, NJAWC respectfully requests that the Board adopt Staff’s proposal without change.
Respectfully submitted,
New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc.

By: _____________________________
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